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The Marketplace

Overview
The Platform Engineering team will create a marketplace experience that 
supports discovery and lifecycle management of enterprise capabilities, 
reusable components, and documentation to empower all “digital builders” 
across the company to innovate more freely and quickly, while staying 
connected. These capabilities will set standards for what it means to create 
internal and external digital products, while also raising awareness of ongoing 
efforts across our global footprint.

API Inventory

Mobile Framework

Web Framework

GSK App Store

Design System

Platform Analytics

Community

But wait, how do we know?
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The Marketplace

Timeline
6/25 7/2 7/9 7/16 7/23 7/30 8/6

User Research Synthesis Ideate

Verify problem Identify pain points Propose sol’ns to HMW’s

Deliverable

Poster 
Submission 
Deadline

Annual Intern 
Symposium

Determine 
final solution

Decide Prototype

Design MVP

Present

Summarize findings

User Research  
 
This is the phase where we verify that there 
exists a problem. To do this, I conducted: 
• expert interviews
• marketplace audits (reviewing other design 

systems currently in place)
• analogous experience exercise (comparing 

digital product building to other tasks to 
determine potential pain points)

Synthesis  
 
I compiled all my key data points from the 
interviews, audit, and exercise. Then, I will 
use the affinity mapping method to categorize 
the data points.  

Sketching and Ideation

Each category was posed as a problem 
space that was worded as a HMW. With a 
team of both designers and non-
designers, I then brainstormed potential 
solutions to each problem space. 

 
 

Prototype 

Upon the final decision, I will sketch out a 
prototype in order to create a minimum 
viable product.

User Insights 
Research

InVision 
Prototype

Internship 
Overview

Platform 
Marketplace 
Demo

CheckinMilestone

User Testing 

I will ask users to go through the platform 
and evaluate how easily different tasks are 
executed. 

8/13

Strategy and Vision

Platform 
Marketplace 
Demo

Marketplace 
Workstreams 
Workshop



User Research
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Discovery

Marketplace Audit

I looked at previous design systems (i.e. 
Adobe, Airbnb, Trello, etc.) to understand 
how other companies implemented 
design principles and components. 
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Discovery

Marketplace Audit

Things to think about:
• What is the image that we want GSK 
to convey?

• How do we portray GSK as a global 
company?
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Discovery

Analogous Experience

The digital product building process 
can be compared to everyday  
experiences (i.e. making dinner, 
building Ikea furniture, etc.), which 
can actually expose specific pain 
points.
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Discovery

Analogous Experience
Things to think about: 
• What does the digital product 
building process look like?

• How do we accommodate builders 
with varying levels of expertise?



Discovery

Expert Interviews

I conducted several marketplace expert 
interviews to validate that there exists a 
gap in the digital product building 
process, and to determine pain points 
within that process.
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Discovery

Expert Interviews

To find marketplace experts, I posted on social media (Yammer and Workplace). 
I received 30 responses, and tracked all the interviews with a spreadsheet. 
During the interviews, I referred to the discussion guide that I had created.
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Discovery

Expert Interviews

Phil Pischke

Title: Director, Self Service 
Solutions 
Location: Philadelphia, Navy 
Yard

Liam Dagless

Title: Director, User 
Experience 
Location: GSK House

Suvi Heinonen

Title: Medical Governance 
Manager 
Location: Espoo, Finland

Eric Gallardo

Title: LATAM Digital & Major 
Programmes Head 
Location: Jacarepagua, Brazil

Chance Bliss

Title: Digital Innovation 
Product Manager / UX 
Location: Warren, NJ

Liz Cowley

Title: Tech Head Sales 
Location: GSK House



Themes
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Themes

Starting from Scratch

Several builders mentioned that when they start a project, 
they must develop from scratch. How might we help these 
builders develop standards so that they don’t have to start 
from scratch every time? 1
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Themes

Community of Innovation

I also gathered that 
• builders prefer to more quickly arrive at the stage of 

user testing,
• there exists an overall lack of awareness of 

innovations around the company, and
• there is no universal outlet for the sharing of ideas.
 

2
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Themes

Community of Innovation

There might be someone else 
doing this, but I have no idea.“ ”Chance Bliss

Digital Innovation Product Manager / UX
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Themes

Sense of Ownership

Currently, builders carry out projects both through in-house 
capability, as well as via third-party vendors. However, 
several marketplace experts mentioned a lack of resources 
during projects, and a desire to move toward more in-house 
capability.3
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Themes

Summary

Starting from Scratch: How might we help these builders 
develop standards so that they don’t have to start from 
scratch every time? 

1

Community of Innovation: How might we build a 
community of innovation and creativity? 

2
Sense of Ownership: How might we give builders a 
greater sense of ownership over their products? 

3



Ideation



Ideation

Workshop

Upon translating the themes into HMW 
problem statements, I gathered a group 
of both designers and non-designers (to 
encourage diversity in perspective) to 
brainstorm solution spaces with me. 
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Ideation

Sketches

We expressed our ideas via 
sketches, and presented them to 
each other. Each person got to 
vote for their two favorite ideas. 
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Prototyping



Prototyping

Final

I used Balsamiq to wireframe, and 
Sketch to create my final prototype.
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https://invis.io/FGNK8RZCUD5
https://invis.io/FGNK8RZCUD5#/314803274_Awareness
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Thank You!


